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Tips 
Recalls the memory of catastrophe 10 years ago.  Sendai Airport has already been reconstructed.  I've 
heard that my aircraft has come back from scrap.  On the other hand, the decommissioning of the 
Fukushima nuclear power plant has not progressed.  I also lost the photos I took from the sky. http://
imetrics.co.jp/aviation/10年前の記憶.pdf 

The calculation results of the COVID19 pandemic using the SIR mathematical modeling and related 
discussions are provided on the next page. http://imetrics.co.jp/academy/COVID19.pdf  March 31, 2020

S. Kusafusa has launched a research project on Topos, Universal Logic, and Natural Language as a 
Research Fellow. The research proposal was uploaded to the archive in Feb 25, 2020.

Using Ramanujan's formula, HASKELL accurately calculated Pi to 65500 digits.  Compilation and 
calculations were performed online from iPad iOS.  It takes less than 8 seconds.  Due to the server 
processing time limit, more digits are not calculated correctly.  HASKELL's performance far exceeds that of 
Ruby and Python. Jan 29, 2020.

The basic language of this site is written in English in UTC-8. Many are created with Pages, converted to 
PDF files and uploaded. However, if you try to reference a page written in Japanese in the file name linked 
from each page in Safari, error 404 may occur. There is no problem with Chrome.   Nov 29, 2019

Mathematical logic by J. R. Shoenfield 1967 has been added to our archive collection fortunately. This 
hardcover book was printed in 1967 as the 1st print edition engraved with Addison Wesley 7028. So it’s a 
rare book. Refer to Blog4.   July 21, 2019

Added mode FT8 with wsjt-x to my ham station. As digital communication, RTTY, PSK31 and JT65 were 
permitted from the beginning, but this time, ft8 was added. Online application becomes public today and rig 
the change notification has done with one click.  June 21, 2019

Math DVD 60 minutes movie is now available: “Math is a language,” An Introduction to sheaf, category and 
the way to topos for symbolic artificial intelligent. written and compiled by S. Kusafusa, Jun 18, 2019 
ISBN9784990532390, Launching started at  July 15, 2019, launching by iMetrics Academy Press.

An array of general ideas useful in a wide variety of science fields. Starting with philosophical words from 
poets and mathematicians of past. 

There seem to be a lot of people who want to do math after retirement. While they have long been 
interested in math and also realize that learning math will surely be fun, in their daily busyness they have 
the opportunity to take math books Actually, the fun of math is suitable for life after retirement. It gives us 
the pleasure to keep thinking through having free time. He will provide a topic on the common language of 
science behind the times, category theory and topos, and the way to a new universal logic theory.

The manuscript of the Journal club held at the mathematics seminar this spring has been added articles 
and published as a video entitled "Contemporary mathematics in the age of AI, sheaf, category, topos”
Visit flowing url  http://imetrics.co.jp/academy/Topos-presentation.m4v  May 28, 2019        
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The Journal club on modern math was held in iMetrics academy. The theme of this round was math sense 
and education. From the 1960s onwards, such as category theory and topos, pure mathematics requires a 
new sense.  March 31, 2019

As of April 2019, S Kusafusa will assume the role of director of General Research Foundation in Tsukuba. 
Alongside his writing work, he will run a research forum among retired researchers. Recent works of basic 
math theories, his own research, are published on Arxiv, Newsletter 3 and Blog 4.

An index of articles indicating Foundation, Model theory, and new numerical theory such as p-adic number 
was posted. March 1, 2019

Math & Programming class for Kids "Let's calculate Pi” is held on coming the second Sunday of March. It is 
the annual event in which kids actually calculate exactly more than tens of digits accurately using Excel and 
c programming.   March 2019

An economic article “The Exit Strategies of Startup,” is published on the magazine of regional bank's 
research institute.  Feb 2019

The challenge of this fiscal year is to compile the materials of abstract mathematics. Start with these 
themes “Basic Category Theory”  Tom Leinster, “Toposes and Local set theory” J. L. Bell.

A book “Stargazing party in Spring,” was released. In this edition, introducing Deep sky as the Virgo cluster 
group and new constellations “Godzilla and Mt. Fuji” named by NASA.     Jan 2019

Sergeo Kusafusa has passed Aviation Medical Certificate Class-1 which is professional class aviator’s 
physical exam. It is surprising that his physical hasn't decline yet, and still can continue active service.     
Jan 2019

The science essays "on Mathematics and Language" written in Japanese by Torahiko Terada who was a 
physicist at the beginning of the 20th century is introduced  in multi languages.      Jan 2019

A great article about Anthoropic principe is introduced. Our universe, the world is established by subtle 
physical constants. Consider why such adjustments are made.        Jan 2019

Topics of recent mathematics, in particular, Foundation theory, Category theory, Toposes, Model theory, etc. 
are written down manuscripts and  one after another released on math blog.      Dec 2018

Martians, caret's secret, etc., contributed to reading subjects based on genius mathematicians. Nov 2018

A book named “Stargazing party in Winter”, focusing on astronomical interest, not myth released. So far the 
summer and late autumn parts were written, but three seasons are complete.  Nov 2018

On last Sunday, the radio work on Junior Science course ended. Elementary school kids who participated 
challenged to make a straight radio which performs detection and amplification with one 2SC1815GR 
transistor, and they were all able to listen to radio broadcasting successfully. The next plan is the math and 
programming "Let's calculate the pi"  on the coming next March.  Nov 2018

“Radio receiver work for novice” will be held on the fourth Sunday of November. This work is aimed at 
understanding the mechanism of envelope detection in amplitude modulation with a simple detection circuit.  

For science and mathematics, programming education, and also several papers posted.  Nov 2018
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Mathematical articles “Numbers prolonging into the sky“ such as p-adic number, regularization of infinite 
series, and so on, posted to Journal of mathematics . Nov  2018

A economic-math article on "Exit Strategies of Startup" was posted to the local newspaper of a regional 
bank. This article explains game theory in economic activities, intellectual property strategy, marketing in 
times when the Internet spread.  Oct 2018

In addition to Canopus, Antarctic Old Man star, math geek’s Blog3 (Jp), and Blog4 (En) were added.

“Let’s measure the hight of H-Ⅱ rocket using Jacobs’ staff and sextant”  was held. It is an annual event that 
measures height and angle by primitive but mathematical method. At the same time, the children were able 
to know the feat of Tadataka Ino, the great scientist of the area.    Oct 2018

Reprinted the paper "Prime cicada in Universe like Magicicada cassini" and "Model theory and the cardinal 
numbers p and t" released on new blog collection Blog 3, Blog 4.    Sept 2018

A thesis on technological science “Modeling theory and Analogy” by discussing analogy based on 
mathematical model theory, released.     Sept 2018

Regarding radio engineering, contributed to the Ham magazine as a digest edition.   Sept 2018

“Let's calculate Euler's formula,” the math & programming tutorial session may be adjourned until next 
winter season. However “let’s measure the hight of HII rocket with Jacob’s staff will be held in October, also 
“germanium radio or straight radio work” will be held November. Please stay tuned.     Sept 2018

A high power radio station that can not move the operation site has been installed, this is a purpose for long 
distance communication with oversea by the HF band.  Aug 2018

For new hobby life, Maritime I-category Radio Operator license was acquired for go yachting oversea 
navigation. With this, the author got the ITU communication correspondence qualification not only in 
aeronautical space outside the country but also in the open seas.  May 2018 

"Let's calculate Pi for Kids” was held interestedly Pi day of March 14. It is an annual event in which kids 
actually calculate exactly tens of digits accurately using Excel and c programming.   March 2018

Author’s recent concerns are Ham radio that originally licensed in 1966 then QRT for a long time. He 
operate CW on the HF the majority of the time. His is qualified for Extra. Feb 2018

Maritime affairs such as go yachting is interesting. So acknowledge that writings will cease for a while. Nov 
2017

The last writings are Math & Science materials entitled “Number theory & Programmings”   1-st edition was 
published in June 2017. 

Not only science & math but daily essays are also described in  (Σ  Blog n. ) Click here to the Index of  
Blog1  written in Japanese.  Note the index of  Blog 2 and later are written in English.

MATHLETTER written in English, filename is NEWSLETTER.pdf has been recovered due to destruction. 
We are carefully checking the our web server from hacking outside. So, we will revise the contents without 
any notices.   Sept 10, 2016
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The website, except for the scientific book publishing business, is operated as the owner's hobbies 
information dissemination site as the consulting business of imetrics, Inc. is closed.  

iMetrics Inc. is a juridical person in Japan, who is found by Cirrus Int’l Consulting, Inc. US.

About Author

S. Kusafusa, (С. Кусафуса )　草房誠二郎
  Math logician (28057669), Science writer,  

  Director, The Research Center, The Comprehensive Research Organization for Science   
  and Society 

  Former President, iMetrics, Inc. / Cirrus Int’l consulting, Inc. 

  Council member of the local municipality 

  Qualifications on hobby life::  

  Commercial pilot with IFR rating, multi-engine, certificated instructor,  
  ITU aeronautical radio operator, 1st. class marine pilot,      
  1st. class amateur radio technician, Extra class.  callsign: JJ1JIK 

   

As  life after retirement, web owner Sergeo Lopez Kusafusa (Сейджиро Кусафуса, aka. Sage) is devoted to mathematical research and writing 
works. He is also enjoying STEM education for kids. In particular, stargazing and planetarium commentary were central to recent activity. As of 
April 2019, he assumed the role of director of the research center of a General foundation, Comprehensive Research Organization for Science and 
Society. He supports to make effective use of resources in Tsukuba region, to provide a place for researchers and engineers away from the 
organization, make recommendations for building a town in the 21st century, and create a new area culture. He is working on activities such as 
holding Research Forums, conducting information salon, and promoting Research Projects. In this Bulletin Board, the following information will be 
provided in order to make relevant parties widely aware of the activities. His most background is software science and mathematics. The most 
obsession is research and study on pure mathematics such as Category theory and Topos right away. On the other hand, A tutorial class “Math & 
programming for kids” by his class has been ongoing for several years. In Information 2018 in Tsukuba, JPN. the genius kids who he has supported 
have been raised as a finalist of Junior Mathematical Olympiad.  

He previously served as an expert services on state of the art technology, related to the governmental agencies a decade, and during that period he 
was jet setting and spoke at more than 100 cities in 55 countries around the world. 
He also has lots of international business experiences with worldwide. So he was also involved in entrepreneur supports as a industrial promotion 
coordinator of governing body of the local scientific city. 

As his hobbies life, he was a bit famous aviator, flying around the world. Today, he often goes yachting, spotting night sky. especially, deep sky 
watching with large aperture astronomical telescope. So he is interested in the himself of the cosmic observation. Recently, he restarted ham radio 
after a half-century, enjoying CW, RTTY, FT8 communication with overseas DXer (long-distance stations. His adventure hobbies and ham life are 
supported by many first-class national examined qualifications. 
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Quotes and quotes

"I do not feel obliged to believe that the same God who has endowed us with senses, reason, and 
intellect has intended us to forgo their use and by some other means to give us knowledge which 
we can attain by them." - Galileo Galilei
“Philosophy i.e. nature is written in that great book which ever is before our eyes - I mean the 
universe - but we cannot understand it if we do not first learn the language and grasp the symbols 
in which it is written. The book is written in mathematical language, and the symbols are triangles, 
circles and other geometrical figures, without whose help it is impossible to comprehend a single 
word of it; without which one wanders in vain through a dark labyrinth.”  - Galileo Galilei

“Logic is the foundation of the certainty of all the knowledge we acquire.”  - Leonhard Euler

“A law of a number theories is visible and is something to show, but the proof lies down on space 
darkness deeply.” - Carolus Fridericus Gausσ 
“Doing mathematics is to prove the subject first and foremost” - Georg Friedrich Bernhard 
Riemann

“The essence of mathematics lies in its degree of freedom.” - Georg Woldemar Cantor

"Mathematics is the art of giving the same name to different things." - H. Poincare

"Mathematics, rightly viewed, possesses not only truth, but supreme beauty, a beauty cold and 
austere, like that of sculpture, without appeal to any part of our weaker nature, without the 
gorgeous trappings of painting or music, yet sublimely pure, and capable of a stern perfection 
such as only the greatest art can show. The true spirit of delight, the exaltation, the sense of being 
more than Man, which is the touchstone of the highest excellence, is to be found in mathematics 
as surely as in poetry." - Bertrand Russell

"How can it be that mathematics, being after all a product of human thought independent of 
experience, is so admirably adapted to objects of reality?" - Albert Einstein

"Any relationships between numbers, functions, and operations become transparent, generally 
applicable, and fully productive only after they have been isolated from their particular objects and 
been formulated as universally valid concepts.” - Amalie Emmy Noether 
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"Math is a language to represent the operations and relationships of among the objects. It is a 
modeling language description Nature. For instance, Category theory is a high-level abstraction 
language to do Math."  - Сейджиро Кусафуса (S. Kusafusa)

"An invariant is a property, held by a class of mathematical objects, which remains unchanged 
when transformations of a certain type are applied to the objects. The particular class of objects 
and type of transformations are usually indicated by the context in which the term is used." - 
Сейджиро Кусафуса  (S. Kusafusa)

“It is not the strong species that survive nor the most intelligent, but the one most responsive to 
change."  - Charles Darwin

“The infinite we shall do right away, The finite may take a little longer.” - Ulam

“On ne voit bien qu'avec le coeur. L'essentiel est invisible pour les yeux.” - Saint-Exupéry

“Nowadays, when teaching analysis, it is not very popular to talk about infinitesimal quantities. 
Consequently present-day students are not fully in command of this language. Nevertheless, it is 
still necessary to have command of it.” - Влади́мир И́горевич Арно́льд

“Même si je suis un prisonnier, j'aimerais continuer à penser aux mathématiques.” - André Weil

There's nothing like the feeling which invades you when after months of hard thinking, you finally 
understand the right reasoning to solve your problem. The great mathematician André Weil 
likened this -- no kidding -- to sexual pleasure.

Science Academies  Crossroads Cafe  Aerospace and Aviation Canopus’ corresponding  (Blog)

Site map
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